High-resolution cardiac imaging using an interleaved 3D double slab technique.
A three-dimensional (3D) gradient-echo sequence with interleaved double-slab excitation was developed and optimized for the requirements in pediatric cardiac imaging. For this purpose high contrast between blood and myocardium signal should be obtained without the use of contrast agents. An acceptable measuring time for a large region examined with high spatial resolution should be achieved as well, especially with regard to the small structures of the heart and vessels of infants. The presented approach works with gradient moment nulling and a short echo time of 5.5 ms resulting in generally high signal intensity and only minor signal losses due to turbulent flow. The sequence allows simultaneous ECG-gated recording of two separately excited slabs with small thickness (10 mm) and with a distance of several centimeters between them. Thus, common effects of presaturation in 3D imaging can be avoided, although a relatively short measuring time is achievable. In order to get a 3D data set with good signal homogeneity of blood and of the other structures across a large volume of interest several double-slab measurements with suitable positions must be performed. The latter aspect is especially important for postprocessing techniques as multiple planar reconstruction and maximum intensity projection. Examples of applications of the new technique and appropriately postprocessed images are presented allowing demonstration even of subtle cardiac malformations.